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Marginally unstable salt fingers: Limits to growth 

by Terrence M. Joyce1 

ABSTRACT 
The theory of Jong, thin salt fingers is extended to allow for a finite length. The temporal 

evolution of a marginally unstable, single mode disturbance is then examined as it interacts 
with and modifies the basic state, which is constrained to be at rest in hydrostatic equilibrium_. 
After a few e-folding periods of initial, exponential growth, salt fingers will have modified the 
horizontally averaged salinity field to the extent that it is no longer unstable. For the cases 
considered, a stable steady-state is achieved between heat and salt transport by salt finger mode 
and diffusive adjustment of the horizontally averaged field. The nature of the approach to the 
steady state is studied numerically and is oscillatory for Jong fingers with large initial growth 
and monotonic for short fingers with small initial growth rates. It is suggested that long fingers 
will be unstable leading to small, local instabilities and a resulting layered structure. Fu1ther, 
salt fingers with large growth rates are more likely to be transient in nature rather than dynami-
cally steady. 

1. Introduction 

When warm, salty water overlies cold, fresh water of greater density, a type of 
instability can develop which bas come to be known as "salt fingers." Stem (1960) 
first predicted the instability theoretically and showed its similarity to the thermal 
convective instability of a fluid heated from below. He showed that the form of the 
instability to emerge at marginal stability for the two component system of heat and 
salt with a destabilizing salinity gradient consisted of cells with comparable vertical 
and horizontal scales. The form of long, thin fingers which modeled the "salt foun-
tain" suggested by Stommel et al. (1956) were found as the salt gradient became 
supercritical. As early laboratory experiments with heat and salt (Turner, 1967) 
and salt and sugar (Stern and Turner, 1969; Shirtcliffe and Turner, 1970) were to 
show, the regular structures to emerge were long thin fingers and not the marginally 
stable cells. Turner (1973) has summarized these early laboratory experiments. In 
order to derive equations which could model long thin fingers, Stern (1975) hypoth-
esized fingers of infinite vertical extent. The resulting equations had no horizontal 
variations of pressure and no nonlinear advection terms. A new stability criterion 
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was derived and properties of the exponentially growing unstable disturbances ex-
amined. Schmitt (1979) further considered the buoyancy flux ratio of downward 
heat and salt transport by the fingers for the fastest growing mode. Schmitt then pro-
ceeded to apply these results to laboratory studies in which regular, quasi-steady 
fingers were observed to form at an interface between two layers with differing con-
centrations finding good agreement between predicted and observed flux ratios for 
both the heat-salt and salt-sugar systems. Since r~al salt fingers are not of infinite 
vertical length two important features are missing from these models: effects of 
boundaries and boundary constraints, and nonlinear exchanges among fingers and 
between fingers and the background field. The argument for application of the 
fastest growing finger model to laboratory studies was that it would be this dis-
turbance which would determine the scale for times longer than many e-folding 
times of the growing salt fingers. The question of the existence of a steady-state 
finger regime was treated by Huppert and Manins (1973) but only for the case of 
infinitely long fingers. One attempt at a dynamical, nonlinear study has been made 
by Straus (1972) who considered a spectrum of interacting fingers which could 
achieve a steady-state in the heat and. salt flux through a bounded system. His 
theory does not model the physics of thin fingers suggested by Stem and Schmitt, 
however. 

In what follows, the theory of long, thin fingers will be extended to include finite 
vertical length and boundary conditions. It will also include the simplest mechanism 
which will limit growth of a single, marginally unstable salt finger mode: stabiliza-
tion through modification of the 'mean' or horizontally averaged field. No considera-
tion is given to interactions among many salt finger components in which a steady-
state could be achieved by energy input into one part of the spectrum by the in-
stability mechanism balanced by nonlinear transfers to other parts of the spectrum 
where decay occurs. Equations for the evolution of the horizontally averaged tem-
perature and salinity amplitudes and the amplitude of the salt fingers. will be de-
rived by expansion about the 'distance' to the neutral curve A which will be made 
arbitrarily small. The system will be driven by imposing horizontally uniform heat 
and salt fluxes through solid, free or no stress, horizontal boundaries separated by 
a vertical distance which is large compared to the horizontal salt finger scale. 

The existence of a steady state in which fingers have stabilized themselves by 
modifying the horizontally averaged field was central to earlier studies by Stem 
(1969), Huppert and Manins (1973), and Schmitt (1979). In limiting the problem 
to a single marginally unstable mode, no account is taken of the interaction of this 
mode with other unstable components or the effects of the latter upon the hori-
zontally averaged field. What is shown in the present study is the nature of the ap-
pro_ach to steady state of a single marginally unstable mode, and the relationships 
denved between the changes in the horizontally averaged state and the salt fin er 
amplitude. g 
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2. Equations of motion 
The equations governing the dynamics and thermodynamics for the salt fingers 

and the mean or horizontally averaged flow will make use of the Boussinesq ap-
proximation. Without loss of generality they will be tw_o dimensional with all varia-
tions in the y direction neglected while the x direction will have a characteristic 
length scale L for the fingers which is much smaller than the vertical scale of the 
fingers and horizontally averaged field denoted by D. The system will be driven by 
imposing spatially uniform heat and salt fluxes at the upper and lower boundaries 
rather than mean temperature and salinity differences. Because of the small aspect 
ratio a = L I D for the fingers, the scaling of the basic finger equations will take on 
a different character than for the mean field. Each will be treated separately below. 
The scale for the finger density perturbations will be governed by the mean initial 
salinity gradient B where B ;;::: 0, while the initial mean temperature gradient is de-
noted by A (also ;;::: 0). In what follows the finger and mean quantities will be 
denoted by primes and overbars respectively. 

a. Perturbed, salt finger field. The Boussinesq equations for the salt fingers are 

/Ju' /Ju' /Ju' 1 /Jp' [( a ) 2 
( a ) 2 

] 
/Jt' + u' /Jx' + w' /Jl! = - Po Dx' + v /Jx' + f)z' u' 

p' I po = cx:i'J' + {3S' 

MJ' /J{}' /J{)-' aiJ [( a ) 2 ( a ) 2 ] {)-' 
/Jt' + u' /Jx' + w' oz' + w' f)z' = KT ox' + oz' 

+ u' : ~ + w' :1: + w' :: = Ks [ ( a:, ) 2 

+ ( 0~, ) 

2 

] S' . 

The following nondimensional variables are defined. 

t' = Tt, z' = Dz, x' = 8Dx, 8 = L/ D 

w' = Ww, u' = BWu, p' = Pp, p' I Po = {3BbD 

,{}' = ADiJ, S' = EDS, b = S-RiJ 

along with the nondimensional parameters 

u = v I KT Prandtl number 

-r = KT/ Ks Lewis number 

R = aA/ {3B, density ratio 

a= L/D, aspect ratio 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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and the dimensional time scales 

T,,, = L2 I KT thermal diffusion time 
(4) 

Ts= (gaA)-112, thermal stability time 

where v, KT and K s are the constant molecular viscosity, thermal, and salt diffusivi-

ties, respectively. 
Substiution of these into the dynamical equations with some rearrangement yields 

82 [ l)1u + ( T:)(u&xu + w&zu)] = - [ p~;:D] UJJ + 82 
[ Ia] <r(u,/ + 5,! a/ )u 

[ OtW + r: (u&.,w + WUzW)] = -[ p::v] UzP + [ I] er(&,/ + 02 i) ,2) w -

[ g ,BB:T] b 
0/l)U + a,,w=O 

b =S-Ri> 

[ 011? + ( T:) (u& ~l? + wo,,11)] • + ( T:;') wb. = [ JJ (& z2 + 8~ Oz2) v 

[ o1S + ( T:)(u&~ + w&zS)] + ( T:) wSz = [ J,J r- 1
(iJz

2 + 82 &/ )S 

where 
{>,, = 3,,/ A 

S,,=S,,/B. 

The velocity and time scales will be chosen such that 

T=D/ W=T,1. 

(5) 

For the salt finger problem the aspect ratio, 8, will be chosen to be arbitrarily small. 
It can be seen from the first of (5) that the term in brackets multiplying the pres-
sure will be of 0(82

). Thus to leading order in 8 we approximate (5) to be 

a,w + UOzW + wa,,w = (TU/1)
2W - T,R-1(S-Rl?) 

a,11 + u&/1)11 + wa,,11 + wi>,, = a.,211 
(6) 

a,s + u&zS + wa,,s + ws,, = r- 1a,,2s 

OzU +a,,w = 0 

The quantity multiplying the buoyancy term, b, in (5) has been rewritten 
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gf3BT2 = gaAT2/R = R - 1T2T, - 2 = TrR-1 

The quantity Tr represents a ratio of diffusive and stability time scales. 

b. Horiwntally averaged or " mean" field. The set of equations (6) are underde-

termined insomuch as the horizontally averaged quantities J=, S= are unspecified. 
The usual treatment of these quantities is to take these as constants in (z,t). In order 
to examine the coupling between the salt fingers and mean field it will be necessary to 

model the{}=, S£ field in such a way that neither quantity is constant with respect to 
the vertical or time variables. The mean field will be taken to be at a state of rest, 
stably stratified (R~l), in hydrostatic equilibrium. Only the thermohaline equations 
need to be considered and these will be horizontally averaged. As noted earlier, we 
will nondimensionalize the mean temperatures and salinity by 

b=ADb 
(7} 

S=BDS. 

Substitution into the horizontally averaged equations for heat and salt yields 

(8) 

where the overbar represents the horizontal average over the salt fingers. It is im-
portant to note that while the aspect ratio 5 is arbitrarily small, it is retained in (8) 
and represents the only 'diffusion' in the averaged equations. It will be seen that 
retention of these terms will allow for a steady, nonzero solution to the coupled 
problem. 

c. Boundary conditions. The fluid will be unbounded horizontally with a conduct-
ing top and bottom with free slip boundary conditions. Thus at z = 0,1 

w=i> = S=0 
(9) 

Because the mean transports of heat wi> and salt wS will vanish at z = 0,1, the 
boundary flu xes will be molecular and constant for all time. Therefore any changes 
in the mean temperature and salinity field will have to be of such a form to satisfy 
this constraint. Solutions will be sought of the form 

u = u(t) cos kx cos m1rz 

w = w(t) sin kx sin m1rz 
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Figure 1. Schematic of horizontally averaged temperature and salinity changes from an initial 
linear change with depth after a time t during which salt fingers have been growing. 

iJ = iJ(t) sin kx sin m1TZ 

S = S(t) sin kx sin m'TTZ (10) 

b = z + A(t) (-z + 2,~7T sin 2m7Tz) 

S = z + B(t) (-:-z + 2,!m sin 2m7Tz) 

Note that the spatially averaged fields b,S could have included a series Ia,,. sin 
m'TTZ e~pansion for the vertical dependence. The amplitudes a,,. would then be 

chosen to 'balance' terms like zuA/ ut, zuB/ at which would be present upon sub-
stitution of (10) into (8). The forcing terms in (8), due to the simplicity of the 
single salt finger mode, are proportional to sin 2m7TZ. Thus all other a,,.'s in the 
above series would decay diffusively becoming only the terms chosen with a sin 

2m1r dependence for if,S in (10). Thus (10) will satisfy the constraint (9) and when 
substituted into (6) and (8) will express the relationships between the time de-
pendent amplitudes. 

d. Perturbation expansion. If in (10) the terms A and B are set to zero then the linear 
problem reduces to that already studied by Stern (1975) in his book and more re-
cently by Schmitt (1979). The unstable salt fingers will transport salt vertically more 
efficiently than heat. After some time the horizontally averaged temperature and 
salinity fields in (10) will be altered in a way indicated schematically in Figure 1. 
At some stage the fingers will stabilize themselves and growth will slow. The fingers 
will continue to transport salt, however, and eventually place themselves in a regime 
where they will decay. The growth and decay cycle will depend upon how quickly 
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the mean field responds to vertical fluctuations induced by the salt fingers. The 
problem will be studied by assuming the fingers to be "near" the neutral solution 
defined by R = Rc(k) where k is the horizontal wavenumber and R 0 is the density 
ratio of the neutral curve. All changes with time will be slow enough to be examined 
analytically in terms of a slow time variable. Further, the closeness to the neutral 
solution will insure that all amplitudes will be small and can be ordered as a per-
turbation expansion in terms of this "closeness." Therefore the wavenumber k and 
the density ratio R will be such as to satisfy 

R = Rc(l-A), A<< 1 

Re= Rc(k). 

Dependent variables will be expanded in terms of A as 

cf,= A(cf,(O) + Acp(l) + ... ) . 
While temporal changes at any order N will be 

atcp<N> = aaz,cf,<N> 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

where aT refers to a slow time (At). Substitution of (11), (12), (13) into (6) and (8) 
yields a series of problems ordered by A. Other studies (e.g., Strauss) have expanded 
variables in a series ordered by a112, not A. The above expansion is appropriate for 
a system 0f thin fingers with the aspect ratio 8 ~ a1

/
2

• 

O(~): 

k2{}<0> + w<oJ = 0 

The solution to this order gives the neutral solution of the linear equations 

k4 = CT-1 Tr (r/Rc-l) 

= ( gaAL) 4 (r/Ra-l) 
PKT 

= 1. 

(14) 

(15a) 

(15b) 

This is identical to that found by Stem (1975). For spatially oscillatory solutions 
R0 :'( T. 

Relationships among the dependent variables become 

{)( 0J = a sin kx sin m1rz 

s< 0 > = ra sin kx sin m1rz 
(16) 
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w< 0 > = -k2a sin kx sin m1TZ 

u<0 > = -m1Tka cos kx cos m1TZ 

[ 40, Supplement 

aTw< 0 > + uC 0 >a~w< 0 > + w< 0>a.,w<0> + Tr[S< 1> / Rc-~<1 >]-CT8,.,2w< 1> + T ,.S(O) /Re= 0 

aT~(O) + u<0>a.,~<0> + w< 0>az~(O) + w< 1>-a,.,2~< 1> + w< 0> A(-l+cos 2m1rz) = 0 

a~(O) + u< 0>a.,s<0> + w<0>a.,s< 0> + w< 1>-r- 1a.,.2s< 1> + w<o) B(-1 +cos 2m1rz) = 0 

(17) 

aTA [ -z + 2!1T sin 2m1rz] - A,2az2 [ -z + z!1r sin 2m1rz] + 8z(w< 0 >~<0>) = o 

aTB [-z + 2!1r sin 2mr.z] - BT- 1r2 az2 [ -z + 2!1T sin 2mz] 

+ az (w< 0 >S< 0 >) = 0 

where , 2 = 82 6,-1 is a ratio of small parameters and is 0(1) (not 0(6.-1
)). 

Using (16) we can easily obtain 

-- 1 
wC 0 >1?< 0 > = - - k 2a2 sin2m1rz 

2 

The nonlinear terms in (17) will produce products like sin2kx which can be ex~ 
pressed in terms of constants independent of x and the first harmonic. The constant 
terms reduce to the equations for the mean field except for the absence of the r2 

terms and the presence of a finger-induced pressure term ~(w< 0 >) 2 which can easily 
be incorporated into the mean hydrostatic relation. It can be seen that upon sub-
stitution of (16) into (17) the nonlinear harmonic generating terms vanish. Thus to 
this order the nonlinear terms enter only as the coupling mechanism between the 
fingers and the mean field. Collecting terms proportional to sin kx, combining the 
first three equations in (17) and using (15), (16) one obtains 

-k2Ta sin mr.z { 1 + [B(-1 +cos 2m1rz)] - R e [A (-1 +cos 2m1TZ)]} = O • 
T 

Use of the orthogonality relationships 

s: 
f l 1 

sin 2 m1rz dz = -
0 2 

(-1 + cos 2m1Tz) sin 2 mr,z dz = - _2__ 
4 

(18) 
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f l 1 
z sin 2m1rz dz = - -

2
--

o m1r 

reduces (18) and the last two equations in (17) to 

ara - k2sra { 1 - [B - (R 0 /T),,l]} = 0 

aTA + <2~-rr)Z [r 2 A-+ k2a:] = 0 

aTB + <
2

~1T)
2 

r [ (r/r)2 B -+ k 2a2
] = 0 

wheres== [r(r+o-- 1) - R c(l +0--1))- 1 > 0. 
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(19) 

This coupled set of first order nonlinear differential equations governs the temporal 
evolution of the amplitudes and will be the focus of the remaining discussion. 

3. Results 

The set of equations (19) has two neutral solutions: one with zero value for the 
dependent variables a, A, B and one nonzero set. It will be shown below that the 
first solution is unstable and produces exponentially growing disturbances with a 
growth rate identical to the thin salt finger case for small growth rates. The second 
neutral solution is found to be stable with damped, oscillatory behavior in time as 
all variables decay to their neutral, nonzero values. Because of the nonlinear nature 
of (19), the behavior of the full solution for all times is found numerically and pre-
sented for several different cases to show the sensitivity to some key parameters and 
to illustrate the initial exponential growth and oscillatory approach to steady state. 

a. Initial growth from rest. Examination of (19) will show that the linearized equa-
tions for small initial amplitudes a0 , A 0 , Bo gives the following: 

a =ao exp µ,t 

A=O 

B=O 

µ, =k2 srl!... 

(20) 

The growth rateµ, corresponds exactly to that of Stem (1975) for small µ,. Further 
simplification of µ, is possible for 

o-,r>>l r 2 >>Rc 
(21) 
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Unbounded growth is not possible as can be seen by an inspection of (19). The 

quantities A, B will eventually grow at a rate 

A~ exp 2µt 

B ~ T exp 2µt. 

Since T > > 1 the salinity field will control the evolution of the salt finger amplitude 

a in the first equation in (19). As B increases, salt finger growth will decrease. For 
,large enough B growth will cease altogether. The numerical solution of (19) will 
show that this can occur after only a few e-folding times for the initially growing 

disturbance. 

b. Steady state solution. The second neutral point of (19) for a =I= 0 can easily be 

found. 

a= rk- 1 
[ f (T2-RcT-1) ]-

112 

A= J_ r- 2k2a2 = [T2-RcT-1]-1 
4 3 

B =T2 ,4. 

. (22) 

Thi: existence of this solution is dependent upon the parameter r2=l>2Li - 1 which ex-
presses the ratio between diffusive decay of the large-scale structure and the time 
scale for convective transport by salt fingers. Though the salt fingers reach a. steady 
state they continue to vertically flux salt and to a lesser extent heat. In the steady 
state, away from the boundaries, salt fingers are effective at transporting salt but 
not heat, which is transported by molecular diffusion. Thus, the deformation of tqe 
horizontally .averaged temperature field is much smaller than that of the salinity field 
by a factor of T 2 (which is significant for the heat/salt case with T = 100). 

Numerical solutions ate shown to decay to the system (22) while undergoing 
oscillations. The oscillatory approach to steady state can be understood with the 
following thought experiment. The exponentially growing fingers will transport salt 
downward until the mean field is no longer unstable to salt fingers at which point 
growth will stop but salt will continue to be transported. This will eventually lead 
to a decay of the salt fingers. The resulting structure in the mean salinity field will 
not satisfy its diffusive balance and will itself slowly decay by molecular processes 
back toward a linear gradient. At some stage the initial conditions will be approached 
in which the mean field is unstable to salt fingers again and the process will be r()-
peated. This behavior will be apparent in the numerical solutions. · · 

c. Stability of steady state neu_tral point. The linear stability of the neutral point 

solution above will be examined by replacing the amplitudes a, A, Bin (19) by 

a= a,.+ a' 
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A=A,.+A' 

B=B,. +B' 
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where the subscript n denotes the neutral solution (24). Recognizing that the role of 

temperature (A) is for the most part small compared with salinity (B) in the prob-
lem, the linearized form of (19), neglecting effects of temperature can be written 

f)TTa' + k" sra,.fJTB' = 0 

(23) 

()TB' + (
2

~1r)2 T [ (r/T)2B' -+ k2a,.a'] = 0. 

It can be shown from (26) that damped, oscillatory solutions are admissible with a 
(2m1r)2 

decay rate A of 
6 

r(r / r) 2 and a frequency of [k •sr2a,.2(2m1r)2-.X.2]1! 2• Thus, 

the second neutral point is stable to perturbations, unlike the first neutral point, 
which was always unstable. 

d. Numerical solution. The set of equations (19) were solved numerically from an 
arbitrary initial state with a predictor-corrector type integration scheme using a 
library routine after Hindmarsh (1974). The parameters a-, r will be chosen ap-
propriate to the heat, salt case. Much recent interest has centered on the importance 
of the parameter R to the oceanographic situation for salt fingering (e.g., Schmitt, 
1981; Federov, 1978). Because r > > 1 this parameter, though crucial to the stability 
problem, scale selection, and flux ratio, has only an implicit role in the evolutionary 
equations (19). Two parameters which are important are the factors r and m. The 
former is a ratio of the time scale for diffusive decay of the mean field to the growth 
time of the salt fingers. The latter factor, m, is the vertical mode number. Both of 
these quantities will be varied to cover the ranges .1 1, 1 <m~4. It will be con-

venient to normalize each of the variables, a, A, B in (19) by their respective steady 
state amplitudes (23). This scaling will have the effect of making the initial growth 
of the temperature amplitude [see (23)) a factor of T times larger rather than less 
than the salinity amplitude. The scaling is useful, however, in that it compresses all 
of the resulting amplitude variations onto a single axis scale. For all runs a fixed 
value of Re = 2 was assigned. "Different initial conditions were tried but all yielded 
decay toward the same steady state. 

In Figure 2 the solution is plotted against the slow time, At, for each of the three 
variables and for three different values of r: 0.5, 0.3, 0.2. The exponential initial 
growth can be seen in each of the three cases and is the same for the salt finger 
amplitude, a, in each example. As r is decreased2 the approach to steady-state be-

2. Some caution should be exercised as r is reduced to small values because when r ~ 0(.:l ) other 
terms neglected in the derivation of the equations of motion become important. 
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Figure 2. Numerical solution of evolutionary equations for the salt finger amplitude and the 
amplitude of the horizontally averaged temperature and salinity field for different values of 
the parameter r: 0.5 upper panel, 0.3 middle panel, 0.2 lower panel. All runs are for the 
fundamental mode (m=l) with a density ratio R.=2. Each amplitude has been normalized 
by its respective steady-state value and plotted against the slow time variable t..t. 

comes more oscillatory with a, A being nearly in phase and B lagging behind. For 
r = 0.1 the solution is highly oscillatory and does not "settle down" until 5000 time 
units. This behavior is displayed for an expanded time interval in Figure 3. Note 
that after about 1000 time units the temperature gradient and the finger amplitude 
have nearly decayed away to their initial state leaving behind a slowly decreasing 
salinity amplitude. When this amplitude becomes small enough, exponential growth 
of the fingers begins again. The cyclic period of growth of the fingers is then re-
peated. The cyclic period of growth and decay is inversely related to r, consistent 
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Figure 3. Solution for m=l, R,=2, r=0.l for an expanded range of slow time compared with 
the preceding figure. Note the oscillatory nature of the growth and the fact that steady state 
is not approached after 5000 slow time units. 

with the stability analysis of the steady-state solution, though only approximately 
constant within a given run. 

The dependence upon mode number (Fig. 4) shows that for increasing mode the 
solution becomes more "damped." In view of the above dependence, the effect of 
increasing mode number can be thought as effectively increasing the aspect ratio 8 
thereby increasing r. While the parameters r,m are independent, the above heuristic 
argument does crudely describe the dependence upon mode number. Higher modes 
(m=4) for small r (r=0.3) look like low modes (m=l) for larger (r=l). 

4. Discussion 

When the distance to the neutral curve, t:,., is small, the initial exponential growth 
of the fingers will cease after a few e-folding periods and a stable steady state will 
be achieved in which the initially linear salinity field is deformed with a reduced 
salinity gradient in the interior. The tendency for the horizontally averaged field to 
relax and tend toward a linear gradient is balanced by the continued vertical fluxes 
of salt, and to a lesser extent, heat by the fingers. When a steady state is achieved 
the new interior density ratio can be expressed as follows: 
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Figure 4. Solution for amplitudes with R .=2, r=0.3 and taking vertical mode numbers m=l, 
upper (same as Figure 2b) and m=2, lower panel. Note how increasing mode number is 
similar to increasing r by comparing lower panel with Figure 2a. 

ail ,, 
f3Sz 

aA(l-A.A) ~ R ( 1 + 2 A) at = _!_ 
{3B(l-AB) 3 ' z 2 

but since R = Rc(l-A) 

;~; = Rc(l-A) ( 1 + i A ) R e ( 1 - + A ) , at z =_ + . 
The initial mean fi eld is unstable to salt fingers if. it is a fractional distance A below 
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the neutral curve (14a). The nonlinear balance between the salt fingers and mean 
field will, at steady state, alter the initial gradients in the interior so as to increase 
the effective R back toward the neutral curve. The linear neutral curve will not be 
recovered, however, and the system will stabilize at a density ratio slightly below 
that of neutrallinear stability. 

As the quantity A increases for a given geometry, the parameter r = SA-1/ 2 de-
creases and the evolution of the system becomes more oscillatory in time. Initial 
exponential growth will again cease after a few e-folding periods. When the mean 
salinity reaches the point where growth ceases the fingers are large and continue to 
transport salt vertically until decay begins by the same instability mechanism which 
caused the initial growth. While this decay is occurring the horizontally averaged 
salinity structure set up by the fingers will also decay by molecular diffusion. Even-
tually the initial conditions will be approached and growth will resume again. After 
many such cycles, a steady-state will be achieved. Thus, fingers far from the neutral 
curve are more likely to be oscillatory than steady. 

All of the previous discussion can be applied to fingers as their vertical length 
increases rather than as they become more linearly unstable since the parameter 
r=::=BA- 1

'
2 governs the temporal behavior. Thus longer fingers or lower modes will 

tend to be more oscillatory in nature. After a low mode set of fingers grows and 
then decays it will leave behind an altered field of horizontally averaged temperature 
and salinity (Fig. 1). Before this structure can decay back to its initial state smaller 
scale, local instabilities may develop near the top and bottom. This could explain 
why long fingers break up into small ones and develop a multi-layered structure 
(Linden, 1978). The stability of long fingers was studied by Stem (1969) and more 
recently by Holyer (1981). They model the "mean" field as an internal gravity wave, 
however, and Stem does not consider the dynamical interaction between the wave 
and salt fingers. This is.done by Holyer who finds that finger growth and fluxes can 
be enhanced by the presence of the temporally changing mean fi eld. This is in con-
trast to the present model in which the feedback is negative and the mean field is 
constrained to be at rest in hydrostatic equilibrium. 

This work differs from many earlier efforts because the model system is driven 
by fixed boundary fluxes that are constant in time. Adjustments to the horizontally 
averaged temperature and salinity fields are small and are such as to maintain a 
constant sum of molecular and salt finger fluxes through the system. When steady-
state is reached the thermal and haline Nusselt numbers are necessarily of order 
unity and the Reynolds number based on the finger length is much less than unity. 
This corresponds to the "run down" state of several of the laboratory experiments 
with the important difference that fluxes at the boundaries of the finger regime are 
constrained to be molecular with no large scale convection driven by plumes of salt 
fingers in the region bounding that containing the fingers (c.f. Linden, 1978). The 
present model is limited in its ability to accurately rnod~l Jaboratory studies but 
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.able to analytically study the existence and stability of a particular salt finger sys-
tem as well as its evolution in time from an initial, unstable state of rest. 
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